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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

1 Introduction

Flexible robots are examples of underactuated multibody systems since they generally have less control inputs than degrees of
freedom for rigid body motion and deformation. In order to obtain high performance in the end-effector trajectory tracking
of flexible manipulators, an accurate and efficient nonlinear feedforward and feedback controller are advantageous. In this
contribution, a model based control is used to control a flexible multibody system. Therefore, the accuracy of the system model
is important. Furthermore, the considered flexible manipulator has a significant flexibility which yields undesired deformations
and vibrations. The manipulator shall be modeled as a flexible system and the flexibilities must be taken into account in the
controller design. The flexible system with significant deformations complicates the controller design because there are more
generalized coordinates than control inputs. In this paper, a nonlinear feedback controller based on the feedback linearization
approach using the system states is designed and implemented on a very flexible parallel robot model. The results show that the
end-effector tracks a trajectory with high accuracy.

2 Modeling of flexible robot

The modeling process of the flexible manipulator with λ configuration can be separated into three major steps. First, the flexible
components of the system are modeled with the linear finite element method in the commercial finite element code ANSYS. Next,
in order to control the λ robot, the degrees of freedom of the flexible bodies shall be decreased. Therefore, model order reduction
is utilized. Then, all the rigid and flexible parts are modeled as a multibody system with a kinematic loop. The equation of motion
with a kinematic loop constraint of the flexible parallel manipulator, using the generalized coordinates qqq ∈ R5 is

MMM(qqq)q̈qq+ kkk(qqq, q̇qq) = ggg(qqq, q̇qq)+BBB(qqq)uuu+CCCT(qqq)λλλ ,,, (1a)
ccc(qqq) = 000 . (1b)

The symmetric, positive definite mass matrix MMM ∈ R5×5 depends on the joint angles and the elastic coordinates. The vector
kkk ∈R5 contains the generalized centrifugal, Coriolis and Euler forces, and ggg ∈R5 includes the vector of applied forces and inner
forces due to the body elasticity. The input matrix BBB∈R5×2 maps the input vector uuu∈R2 to the system. The constraint equations
are defined by ccc ∈R2. The Jacobian matrix of the constraint CCC = ∂ (ccc(qqq))/∂qqq ∈R2×5 maps the reaction force λλλ ∈R2 due to the
kinematic loop. The flexible lambda robot in hardware and its mechanical model are shown in Figure 1 left, see also [1, 2].
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Figure 1: Lambda robot, mechanical setup of the robot and simulation model of flexible parallel robot

While the system has a kinematics loop as a constraint, the system coordinates derivation q̈qq can be divided to dependent q̈qqd and
independent q̈qqi coordinates and the system constraints can be written as

c̈cc =CCCq̈qq+ ccc′′ =CCCiq̈qqi +CCCdq̈qqd + ccc′′ (2)

where CCCd and CCCi are dependent and independent parts of the Jacobian matrix of the constraint and ccc′′ presents local accelerations
due to the constraints. Based on Equation (2), the system coordinates can be formulated by

q̈qq =

[
q̈qqi
q̈qqd

]
=

[
III3×3

−CCC−1
d CCCi

]
q̈qqi +

[
0003×3

−CCC−1
d ccc′′

]
= JJJcq̈qqi +bbb′′. (3)



Finally, by left-side multiplication with the transposed of the Jacobian matrix JJJc and replacing q̈qq by Equation (3), the equation of
motion (1a) can be determined, see [1], by

M̄MMq̈qqi =−k̄kk+ ḡgg+ B̄BBuuu = f̄ff + B̄BBuuu. (4)

3 Control of flexible lambda robot

The lambda robot control is separated into feedforward and feedback control parts. In the feedforward control part, the desired
trajectories for the system states are calculated using a two-point boundary value problem while the flexible multibody system is
a non-minimum phase system with internal dynamics [1]. The feedback control part computes the lambda robot input using the
nonlinear dynamics of the robot and the measured states based on the feedback linearization method in [3].

In order to design a nonlinear controller for the system in Equation (4), the system dynamics can be written in the state space

ẋxx =
[

ẋxx1
ẋxx2

]
=

[
q̇qqi
q̈qqi

]
=

[
000 III3×3
000 000

]
xxx+

[
000

M̄MM−1
( f̄ff + B̄BBuuu)

]
. (5)

The control law is then obtained for the lambda robot as

uuu = B̄BB−1
(− f̄ff + M̄MM(KKKPeee+KKKDėee)), (6)

where qqqid is the desired value for qqqi, consequently q̇qqid is the desired value for q̇qqi and the error and dynamics of error are calculated
by eee = qqqi− qqqid and ėee = q̇qqi− q̇qqid. The desired values depend on the desired trajectory of the end-effector and can be computed
via the feedforward part and qqqid and q̇qqid can be set. The matrices KKKP and KKKD correspond to the weighting of the state feedback
error and can be designed via the LQR method or tuned by hand. The inverse of the input matrix B̄BB is not so straightforward to
calculate since it is not of full row rank. Therefore, the existing left-inverse is used as a pseudo-inverse to yield B̄BBB̄BB−1

= III.

4 Simulation results

To validate the designed nonlinear feedback controller, the end-effector tracks a line and an eight shape trajectory. Figure 2
shows the simulation results of the designed nonlinear feedback controller based on the reduced model and its comparison to
the nonlinear feedback controller that was presented in [4]. The simulation results in Figure 2 show that the designed feedback
linearization controller based on the reduced model tracks the trajectory with higher accuracy and less oscillation amplitude than
the nonlinear controller in [4].
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Figure 2: Comparing RMS and maximum error as well as maximum oscillation amplitude for tracking a line and an eight shape
trajectory using two controllers, i.e., the nonlinear controller (nlc) and the reduced nonlinear controller (r-nlc).
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